
A new way to 
trade art.

 The all-in-one art platform.



Creators want to earn a 
living from their art.

But it is hard for them to  find funds 

  be visible  
  build a community

So they waste time promoting their work and looking for recognition.



Collectors want to 

find gems.

But it is hard for them to  find the good artists 

  feel secure  
  ️access datas 

So they waste time looking for the good informations and avoiding scams.



Unlock the 
future with 

Artrade.



Everything in on place.

Artists have all the levers 
to promote, sell, and 
develop their work, 


while being paid fairly.

Collectors can buy quality 
works in a secure way, 

and become patrons 3.0 
for the artists.

Artrade is the all-in-one platform which 
connects the art market.



We believe in an open world where 
all artworks, digital as well as 
traditional, becomes nftized. 



First huge 
steps.



Get paid the right price.

USD First policy

Multi-chain vision

$
By setting prices in dollars, we safeguard our 
talented artists from the instability of 
cryptocurrency while still benefiting from the 
power of blockchain technology.

Uniting the marketplace through precise 
tuning and amalgamating multiple 
blockchains, communities can come 
together and mutually reap the rewards!



@pabl0x

@nouch

@nodatur

@afr0futurist

Be visible.

Content-first experience

Highlight mode 

By centering our experience around 
the work, we have the opportunity to 
showcase the artists and their true 
worth.

Present your most recent, one-of-a-
kind works of art and give them the 
recognition they deserve with a 
personalized page in your profile!



Get Inspired.

Immersive exploration

Bookmarks

Discover the world of art with us! 
Our search experience is designed 
to perfectly match your tastes and 
provide continuous inspiration.

Easily keep tabs on all your favorite 
places using our convenient 
bookmarking feature!



Already in the 
future.



Hey Nicolas, love the colors of your painting!  
What are your inspirations?

Thanks! I love the work of @afrofuturist0 

that inspired me a lot.    

Get connected to people.

Social interactions

A unique space

With direct messaging, mentions 
and polls, we will make it a breeze 
for people to stay connected!

Within a devoted area, creatives will 
assemble their collective and express 
themselves freely.



Engage your community.

Support-to-earn
With our native token, communities will be 
able to show their love and support to their 
favorite artists by investing in them and 
being rewarded with a share of the sales.

Gamification
Artists will have the opportunity to 
connect with their fans and increase their 
exposure by participating in missions.

$

$

$



Join the 
revolution.



Ride with us.

Onboarding of our 
Genesis Artists

 Feb. 2023Jan. 2023 

Platform testing

End of Feb. 2023 
 Platform opening as a 

drop



Your all-in-one art platform.


